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1. The students recognize the words.

2. They went to the cinema.

3. That man an enthusiastic supporter is.

4. That girl will take the exam.

5. That  house green I like.
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Sentence

//\
The students recognize the words

recognize the words

the
/\

words
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1. Each country is subdivided into several district.

2. Which I don’t like at all.

3. I am recognized by the words.

4. Pollution is avoided by people.

5. They seem to rely completely on thir teacher.
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sentence)

I, Being educated _ really important.

2. The students just want

3. smile and laugh.

4. The business community gave _ t o

5. Pasawut as the chairman.- -
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1. invite:

2. depend:

3. exist: -

4. report:

5. support:



up the “welfare mess” by shifting the burden of payments from the states to the federal

government. LS7~~U740LLUnlls~~~mrm”n’J~

m"aQFh  Arriving home, I found him waiting for me.

m’?arilq  The intellectual  differences between Jefferson and Madison were mirrored in

their physical and temperamental differences.

3. fRtQBhJ~r-~~~&51n~~p!rlarwa  (cause/effect) 1-v?8lii~a~n7sn~~~~~~~~~n
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bl5%&1d?~FElPl

Time Order

Comparison/ Contrast

Cause/ Effect

Listing/ Enumeration

illblX

after, at the same time, before, finally, now, following, in

the first place, last, later, when, meanwhile, not long

after, on (date), previously

as well as, but, but also, by contrast, however,

conversely, either...or,  even if, even though, in contrast,

in spite of, instead, not only, on the other hand,

opposecl  to, to the contrary, unless, yet

as a result of, because, consequently, if....then,

nevertheless, since, therefore, this led to

and, firsi,, second, finally, I must add, others, in addition

to, next, not only, specifically, then
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2. A funny confusion in vocabulary happened when I was in Mexico.

3. I laughed because I confused two similar words that meant very different

things.

4. In the past twenty years or so, communication between our human species

and other creatures has moved from the storybook to the scientific laboratory.

5. Nothing can be wasted because each part of nature depends on another part.
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4. GUZrih3~l~iil&lL%Tl  (time sequence)

Our new marketing campaign has been a tremendous success. Since we’ve beer

idvertlsing on the radio sales have increased by 35 percent. Our client references have

loubled, and we’ve had greater client retention rates. Furthermore, we’ve been able tc

lire  five new sales representatives and expand our territory to include the southwesterr

Jnited States’.

‘Chesla,Elizabeth,  Reading Comorehension in 20 Minutes a Day (New York: Random House,

Inc., 1996),  p.58.
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,

Since  ttx  B,:lshevr~:  Revoiut!or:  ot 191 I, the  te rn ;  commur,iw ks  3T:.y

1 repiai~e:~  SOCiShil8/ Sncial!s:n clescnbes  the graaual  st,ift of property from piivate  t(>j
I

1 C0lleCll~VlZ~!lO:i  o f  propeny  t n r o u g h  :evn!d!i:r and ourngh? confiscation LVjthClut  i

1 Comoi?nsatlOn  /j\thouQ. h the final corals  CY ,::mmunwr  sod sociaiism are similar  the i._
I I

/mean:: 31  achieving then1  may ~3 \v<)irJs apart  Ti+r highly significant dlffe-encx :.
I
ldevelopeb /oq befol-e 1 917, as two diveyent  schools of socialist thought emerged I: I:

I
jthe mid nineteenth century. These were Utopiaii  Socialism and Marxlan  Social~sr~.~
I
/ -

‘Schumm, Jeanne Shay and Post, Shawl  A., Executive Lgarnine:  successfui  strategies fo_r

colleq  reading and studyin  (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1997),  p.  286.



Historian W. Warren Wagar refers to Theodore Brameld  as a “prophet-father of

he comjng world civilization.” Educational philosopher George Counts wrote that

throughout his professional career Theodore Brameld  has been a challenging force on

he educational frontier in the United States and the world.3

! . Yet, the two great dangers of our contemporary world, divided into an advanced

Jorth  and poor South, are the possibility of war and the prevalence of injustice as

nanifested in poverty and discrimination. Hence the greatest need of our times is the

xeation  of a just and peaceful world order.4

‘Conrad, David R., “Brameld  as Visionary Educator” in Global Images of Peace and Education

(Michigan: PrakkenPublications, Inc., 1987),  p.264.

‘Thomas, T.M., “Introduction: From a Warring World to a Peaceful Global Order” in Global

Images of Peace and Education (Michigan: PrakkenPublications, Inc., 1987),  p.14.
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3. First, let me state my views on educating our children about AIDS. Our young

people deserve the best scientific and medical information about this disease, and

about the ways in which it is transmitted. On this point, there is no argument. l-he

federal government has an obligation, a duty, to provide this information to local

education authorities. In schools that teach sex education, such courses should include

a discussion of what is known about AIDS  and the threat it poses.5

I I

4 . Unfortunately, while we have increased access to education for disadvantaged

students. in too many instances the dropout rate for schools generally remains low. And

painful as it may be to admit, many of the well-intentioned reforms advanced In the

1960s and ’70s contributed to the pmblem. Educators promoted novel experiments,

often with the best of motives; but when these experiments failed, it was usually

disadvantaged children--those most dependent for their future prospects on good

schooling--who  paid the highest price. When schools basics was challenged in favor of

freeing  children’s “innate wisdom” in “open classrooms,” and when reliable methods of

measuring achievement were jettisoned on the assumption that homework, tests, and

grades were needlessly oppressive4n  each of these cases, it was disadvantaged

children who were harmed the most.6

I I

‘Bennett, William J., Our Children and Our Country (New York: Simon & Schuster Inc., 1989),

p.103.

“Bennett. William J., Our Children and Our Country (New York: Simon & Schuster Inc., 1989),

p.31.
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What do I mean by “moral literacy” ? Professor E.D.Hirsch  of the University of

Virginia has pointed out that being literate entails more than recognizing the forms and

sounds of words. It is also a matter of building up a body of knowledge enabling us to

make sense of the facts, names, and allusions cited by an author. This background

knowledge Hirsch calls cultural literacy. For example, someone who is unsure who

Grant and Lee were may have a hard time understanding a paragraph about the Civil

War, no matter how well he reads. Likewise, a reader who isn’t familiar with the Bill of

Rights will not fully understand a sentence containing the words “First Amendment.”
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[Jnderstandlng  a subject, then, Involves not just the possession of skills;  it also depends

on the amount of relevant prior knowledge a reader has, on his  cultural Irteracy.’

‘Bennett, William J.;  f>ur Children and Our Country (New York: Simon & Schuster
Inc.. 1989),  p. 79.
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